Abstract
Since the inception of the world’s first decentralized peer-topeer cryptocurrency i.e. Bitcoin, Block chain technology,
which serves as the backbone of this revolutionary idea, has
been scaled up to cater to various digital businesses
worldwide; especially businesses related to the Internet of
Things (IoT) Industry. With the recent boom in the value of
bitcoin, many software experts and businesses are beginning
to realize the potential of the technology behind it and how it
may be improved to survive the influx of quantum computing
in the future. One such company, which aims to evolve the
current dynamics of block chain to assimilate it in the IOT
industry, is Exxor. The philosophy behind Exxor and the
world’s first cryptocurrency, Bitcoin, is relatively the same,
with the difference being that Exxor aims to make online
machine-to-machine (M2M) digital transactions more secure
in the long run, as compared to peer-to-peer interactions in the
latter. To achieve such, the company is making inroads into
disrupting the technology behind it (Block chains) in a good
way. This paper analyzes how such tweaks will affect the
future of cryptocurrency in the IoT industry followed by a
discussion of how it compares to other similar technologies
inspired by Block chains: IOTA and the IBM Watson Block
Chain system
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1. Introduction
Whenever money or any valuable asset is transacted,
especially over long distances, a ‘middle-man’ organization is
normally needed which has the trust of the people like a bank.
These organizations, which are very prevalent today, charge a
proportional fee on the transaction according to their
regulated laws, and normally consume 2-3 days to deliver the
money. It was not until 2008 during an economic crisis that
this system was challenged by an anonymous person with the
pseudonym of Satoshi Nakamoto, who published a white
paper detailing a system of currency which eliminated the use
of these “middle-man” organizations. Satoshi invented
Bitcoin, which is a seamless peer-to-peer digital
cryptocurrency with huge international value as of this time
and poses a challenge to the international dominance of the
dollar as we speak. But what mostly intrigues many experts
even today is the idea of the Block chain database behind it.
There are many applications based on this idea today, the
Bitcoin just being its first implemented guinea pig. Exxor is
another company which builds upon the Bitcoin Philosophy to
decentralize M2M interactions in the IoT industry, which
previously depended on a central authority, like a cloud, to
analyze and store information. This is necessary since the
advent of quantum computing and other scaling and
consensus problems will pose serious threats to the current
system running the digital currency world.
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Figure 1: The surge in the interest for IOT applications by
Google Trends.
The Internet of Things (IoT) industry is a rapidly growing
one, with some companies like Samsung promising their
devices to be IoT compatible by the year 2020. The
technology is being implemented on a global scale in order to
help organizations stack up data and improve the overall user
experience for their customers. So what is this phenomenon
called the Internet of Things and how is the block chain
currently being used for its security?
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Figure 1: The IoT technology connects our daily electronic
devices over the internet for information sharing
1.1 The IoT Phenomenon
Any device which has a sensor attached to it and can record
and transmit data is called a “Thing” in the IoT technology.
This data is sent off to a network, either centralized one or a
cloud, verified and analyzed later in to order to make
decisions. These devices can include either a temperature
sensor, a light sensor, a proximity sensor etc. For such devices
to work under IoT, they must be able to connect to a wider
network i.e. to the IoT platform, where they are filtered and
provided to relevant modules of a central company which
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sends out decisions based on the received data. For example, a
pressure sensor (drum or bellow with potentiometer and a
microcontroller to apply analytics or any other variant) can
sense the limit pressure in a car tire when it explodes during
normal usage in a certain weather condition. This vital data
goes through a diagnostic bus along with other data from the
sensors in the car and transferred to a gateway, which sorts
the only relevant data to be sent to the tire manufacturer’s IoT
platform. Once received, specific applications on the
manufacturer’s end can send information for either the nearest
service center to the car owner, or other information related to
solving the problem. Not only that, the manufacturer can
stack up similar type of data from other cars to rectify the
issue in their future products. In a nutshell, IoT promises even
the little physical devices in our daily electronics to be
connected for seamless information sharing and diagnostics
on a minuscule scale. The gradient of improvement in service
and output will significantly increase this way.
The Internet of Things (IoT) comprises billions of devices
that can sense, communicate, compute and potentially actuate.
The data generated by the Internet of Things are valuable and
have the potential to drive innovative and novel applications.
As everything gets connected to everything, data is the
commodity being transferred between the various IoT
components and attempts to store all the data being generated
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as a result continues to push the boundaries of Big Data. To
make the Internet of Things useful, we need an Analytics of
Things. IoT analytics applications can help companies
understand the Internet of Things data at their disposal, with
an eye toward reducing maintenance costs, avoiding
equipment failures and improving business operations.
Motivation
By our clear study and observation found an issue on IoT’s
expansion/installing is easy but handling their quires and
provide services in real-time is difficult. In the current
scenario, less potentiality of big data in real-time while
handling IoT application data. In this point of view, many
performance related issues are there example fault-tolerance,
response time, resource allocation, high energy utilizing, etc.
a specific storm platform of the currently dealing with the
stream data processing it is an inefficient to solve IoT
Application data effectively. The Application aware resource
scheduling features. Focused on both terms it is already done
by the different researcher termed SVSstream, T-storm, reStorm, and re-stream, individually are doing modification in
scheduling aspect but different factor considers our approach
is to combination individual approaches as a single approach
achieve Application aware online scheduling. Moreover,
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improve performance big datastream computing environment
for IoT Application.
Background
One of the most critical challenges in the big data era is, to be
able to collect and process massive and heterogeneous data
flows. In this context, the IoT’s ecosystem generates an
enormous amount of data from billions of internet-connected
devices. The Cisco Internet Business Solutions Group (IBSG)
predicts that, by 2020, the world will count 50 billion
connected devices supporting various applications such as
healthcare services, air pollution monitoring, transportation,
energy, and so on Real time processing of this massive data
flow generated by the IoT’s cannot be implemented with a
traditional cluster based solution, as it obviously cannot scale
to process billions or trillions of tuples on-the-fly. Therefore,
fully decentralized architectures are required. This raises new
challenges in terms of data collection, data transportation, and
data processing. In Figure 3 shows that basic background flow
of an an IoT’s and BDSC relation.
Figure 3. Background flow of the IoT’s in BDSC
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1.2 Integrating Block Chain in IoT
To put it blatantly, why organizations are turning towards
block chain for IoT security is because of the massive
repercussions faced during the ‘distributed denial of service
attack’ (DDoS) that damaged the servers of popular services
like Netflix, Paypal etc. on 21st Oct 2016. One of the major
sources of traffic for these attacks were IoT devices tampered
with an easily available malware online called Mirai. During
this period, countless IoT devices security protocols were
breached easily by the malware. This attack was possible due
to the current IoT system being centralized with devices
communicating over the cloud that possess massive
processing and storage facilities. This current system is not
feasible for the future since devices having IoT capability will
grow e
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networking will be too much to handle. Similarly, the current
security models use simple procedures and operating systems
that do not support the complex security protocols required
for IoT reliability. Algorithms must be deduced to prevent
physical tampering of the IoT platform as well, meaning the
incentives involved in physical tampering must be completely
null.

Figure 2: The No. of devices supporting IoT is increasing
exponentially, making security an important consideration
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• Can be scaled down to make ‘smart home IoT
ecosystems’, with cryptographic hashes of device
firmware stored in a bock chain to reduce verification
time
But the current version of the block chain comes with its fair
share of problems (consult section 2.3 for detailed discussion)
as follows:
• The fee on the micro transactions are more than the
amount transferred, and getting rid of it is difficult
since it provides an incentive for miners to verify
transactions and place them on the end of the block
chain
• The chances of a 51% attack are more on the current
system (consult section 2.3 for details)
• Differences in the computation times of different
devices on the IoT network based on block chain
• Scaling the block chain from a system used primarily in
the cryptocurrency world for P2P interactions, to one
which mainly focuses on M2M interactions will be
difficult.
• Does not allow offline transactions
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2. Overview of Block chain
2.1 How Block chain makes Cryptocurrencies Work?
In order to get a grasp of how Exxor and other technologies
are revolutionizing the world of cryptocurrency, we first need
to develop a basic understanding of how Block chain
technology works. Such a discussion is necessary in order to
get a rough idea of the merits of Exxor over other IoT
cryptocurrencies which use this current Block chain
technology. Since the Bitcoin network makes use of this
system, we’ll be using it to explain how the world of digital
fiat currency operates.
A Bitcoin has value due to the amount of trust that people
have laid out upon it. A transaction concerning bitcoins does
not require the individuals, who are actually involved in the
transaction, to know each other. This means that the system is
mathematically tuned to develop trust in the most objective
way. In this system, each account number comes with its own
private key which is mathematically chained to it. The Bitcoin
‘wallet’ holds this key and allows formation of signatures
which are unique to each transaction. The representation of
this is shown below.
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Figure 3: A flowchart depicting the verification method
during transaction for the bitcoin system
As figure 3 shows, the private key of the account holder and
the accompanying transaction message is input into a unique
cryptographic function which outputs the user signature. This
signature is then input into another function, confirming other
people on the bitcoin network that the transaction is from the
correct account number and with the correct message.
The ledger under this system is a distributed one, i.e.
everyone under the network gets a copy of the ledger which
gets continuously updated. This is the main reason why this
14

system is said to have decentralized the world economy. The
ledger keeps the record of all previous transactions all the way
up to the genesis phase of the network. This digital ledger is
actually called the ‘Block chain’, where each transaction
record is mathematically linked to the previous one making it
almost impossible to hack into the system with today’s
computing power.
The process of adding transaction records in the Block chain
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Figure 4: Schematic of adding transaction record in the Block
chain
The mathematical problem that the miners attempt to solve is
a ‘cryptographic hash’, whereby the output is a permutated
value of the input. This problem is unique in a way because it
is irreversible. This means that getting to the input with the
output provided is no simple step; a lot guessed permutations
would need to make. This is exactly what miners try to
achieve by feeding the function random numbers till the
output meets the specific criteria. Once the input is
determined, the transaction from the pending pool and the
Block chain is mathematically linked to it as shown below:
f (Input, Transaction message from pending pool, last
transaction block from Block chain)
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Figure 5: Schematic showing the sensitivity of the hash
function.
Since the Bitcoin system has a distributed ledger, how is it
guaranteed that everyone has the same ledger? Huge traffic
delays and some fraudulent schemes can lead to differences in
it. This is prevented by the miners as the one who solves the
cryptographic hash function first, gets to update the ledger
and simultaneously vote for this updated version. The more
the people with the same ledger on the network, the higher the
chances of that version to be circulated along the network.
The probability calculations corroborate this procedure. The
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hash function itself requires a lot of power in terms of
computing and electricity due to the massive amount of
permutations involved, therefore in order for someone to
increase their votes, they will have to spend more to relatively
get less in the long run. This assures a fair voting system.

2.2 Block Chain Applications in Current Market
The applications of block chain have become so vast, that
major companies have exhausted their research resources into
developing their own archetype of it. One example of its use
is developing smart contracts in the Legal Profession
business. The block chain keeps track of the paper trail by
digitizing it, and by having a shared ledger which is difficult
to tamper into, a permanent account of the legal holdings
between two parties is recorded
Similarly, with the dynamics of the system explained, it
proves to be very suitable for other applications such as
clearing and settlement issues, payments, smart asset
recording, voting, digital identity, healthcare record holding
and insurance contract recording. Out of all of these
applications, this paper will mostly discuss an evolved form
of block chain applicable for the IoT industry under Exxor.
Why do we say evolved? Because the current workings of this
technology have certain limitations which may prove costly
for tech industries in the future.
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2.3 Limitations of the Current Block Chain System for IoT
Industry
Not everything is all good and dandy though. With the rapid
evolution in technology, the current workings of major
cryptocurrencies are under threat, especially for the IoT
industry. One major culprit in this regard is the concept of
Quantum Computing. Briefly summarizing this phenomenon,
Quantum Computing is a result of our current computing
components getting tinier every year. The main component of
a computing device is a transistor, which is used in logic gates
in a network to perform operations. With transistors getting
smaller, and their demand evolving according to the Moore’s
law, we have entered the quantum world where the laws of
physics as we know are not quite applicable. Scientists are
making use of the strange behavior of electrons in the
quantum world and have developed a ‘Quantum Computer’.
Unlike a traditional computer which has of fixed states of bits
to signify information, a quantum computer consists of qubits,
which can be either 0 or 1 at the same time (superposition).
To give a scale about what this means, 4 bits can give
2! = 16 figures of permutation, of which only 1 can be used
at a time. For qubits it’s possible that they can be all of these
16 values at the same time. The scale of thus storing values
with qubits in parallel is humongous. Although when we
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check the cubit value, it will stop undergoing its superposition
phase and provide a traditional value. Therefore, Qubit
manipulations with quantum gates can help us achieve a
number of results with the same setup, but when measuring
we get only one value based on its probability. This ability
lets Quantum Computers be vastly superior for database
searching. A normal computer goes through every one of its
constituents to search for a data piece (N permutations). A
Quantum Computer will however require only the square root
!

of the time achieved with a normal computer (𝑁 !
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Figure 6: Schematic of the Grover's Algorithm

As explained earlier, private keys are like passwords; if
known, one can send credits to another account. The current
system of cryptocurrency allows large sized passwords that
are even difficult for a quantum computer to hack into in the
present time. The current system employs a 256-bit private
key, which has further space for improvement. The main
problem, however lies in the calculation of public keys, which
are found out through Elliptic Curve Cryptography method.
Elliptic Curve Cryptography, in terms of classical computing,
retains high security standards with smaller key sizes
compared to RSA The following equation can be used to
represent an elliptic curve:”
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y2 = x3 + ax + b
Figure 7: The elliptic curve equation

The concern here lies that in the future, it may be possible to
derive a private key from a public key. Currently it is very
difficult even in the current system for someone to find a
transaction’s public key, however, if somebody does attain a
public key, there are certain methods through which the
private key could be determined.
The domain parameter used under the current system of
digital currencies are based on secp256k1, which are
associated with a Kolbitz curve and are defined one a prime
Field𝔽! . Peter shor, in 1994, devised an algorithm to solve the
Integer Factorization Problem IFP and the Discrete
Logarithmic Problem DLP. These problems were solved
through a quantum computer, and currently no polynomial
mathematical solution exists. This means that these problems
cannot be solved on a classical computer in any polynomial
time and this is why they prove to be utilitarian in
cryptographic systems. The Elliptic Curve Discrete
Logarithmic Problem ECDLP is a special form of DLP used
for elliptic curves. This is the problem that needs to be broken
down in order to find a private key from a public key.
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Christopher Zalka, John Proos and Philip Kaye have designed
algorithms for solving ECDLP. The Proos-Zalka algorithm is
designed to specially solve ECDLP over a prime field with a
quantum computer. This attacks the elliptic curves over a
finite field. The required qubits for attacking a ECDLP over a
prime field of n bits is defined as:
5 . 𝑛 + 8 𝑛 + 4𝑙𝑜𝑔! 𝑛 + 10 ≈ 6𝑛
Another updated algorithm, known as the Kaye-Zalka
Algorithm, addresses curves over the binary field 𝔽!^! . This
specific field takes advantage of binary computation to bring
quicker verification on larger keys. The equation modeling
the qubits required to break a key of 𝔽!^! is as follows:
2𝑚 + 7 . 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑚 + 7 + 𝐻 ≈ 2𝑚
Where H is related to the halting counter and is of order log
(m).”
Under certain circumstances there are also special methods to
obtain private keys from public keys from a classical
computer. With quantum computing becoming more of a
reality, the fact that in some situation private keys are already
leaked under side channel attacks, certain diagnostic methods
need to be established to solve this issue. The key length
under the current system are also only +32 bit offset from the
recommended value for elliptic curve algorithms which define
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a public key formation. In the near future, larger keys need to
be considered to further strengthen the security.
Other concerns include the large transaction times (10mins)
for credit transfer due to a single threaded balanced
messaging protocol. There is also no way to refund credits if
they are accidentally sent to the wrong address. The hashing
algorithms are weak, and do not guarantee security for the
future. Due to the single channel of mining used, it is possible
for a company of hackers to exhibit the famous “51% attack”,
whereby the hackers would be able to enforce their version of
the ledger by having a majority of more than 50% on the
network and breaching the voting system. There is also no
guarantee that the current system will be able to handle
unlimited number of transactions, and since the Block chain is
broadcasted through land, it still faces some government
regulations; thus going against the philosophy of Satoshi.
Another concern is the inability of the system to support
micro or Nano-transactions. If the Block chain technology is
upgraded to be used under the IoT Industry, then the presence
of a subset of the network to be under miners calls for a
transaction fee, which isn’t that attractive when it comes to
smaller transactions between systems over the network
because one would have to pay a larger fee for a small
transferred sum. This problem even raises some doubts about
the scalability of the Block chain technology in the long run.
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This hurdle has recently been crossed over by the introduction
of Exxor, a technology which uses an upgraded form of the
distributed ledger and completely deletes the need for miners.
More about this in the next section.
Block chain systems also face a parasitic chain attack,
whereby a malware can use the resources of other nodes on
the network to mine more coins. These attacks first initiated
in 2011, but increased their frequency in 2013 when an ad
supported malware on popular site was installed on various
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Benefits of the Internet of Things (IOT)
The internet of things is the buzz in almost every person
living in the highly revolutionized states/ country's lips both
in workplaces and outside. Basically, it can be argued that it
involves intelligent connection of devices and systems to
accurately gather data by use of installed sensors and
actuators in machines and any other physical objects without
necessarily requiring man to man or rather man to computer
interaction.
Its positive influence has since continued to have more
impacts on man's life and statistics are pointing out that it will
spread widely over in the coming years. What exactly are
these pros?
IOT has the capability of delivering exceptional solutions that
will help to exponentially spur energy efficiency in health,
security and education sectors among the many other aspects
of human life.
In businesses, connecting everything will help advance
positive results as it will be creating fresh revenue
opportunities as well as lower the costs of production in
managing the connected devices. This can overly be felt
when it (IOT) is incorporated also into other categories like
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asset tracking, inventory control, individual and security
tracking.
In health care sector, incorporating IOT into the system can
be overly beneficial for both individuals and the society at
large. Doctors can remotely monitor vital signs of their
patients by tracking these signs from the hospitals. This could
help indicate whether or not assessments may be necessary.
At homes, IOT can also prove to be the smartest tool in
helping people save money within their households. This can
be achieved if these people have their home appliances
connected and able to communicate. This can not only help
them save money but also help them reduce the workloads at
home.
Another batch of individuals that are smiling at IOT are the
App developers, home appliance manufacturers and office
equipment manufacturers. It has made it easier for this group
to cheaply track and target consumers of their products based
on the information transmitted by these devices. This is a
more of a 'personalized' system that could dramatically boost
sales in businesses as well as increase their demographics.
Finally, from all the above benefits IOT is offering to humans
it's fairly appropriate to agree with a CISCO report on the
possibility of internet of things actually growing global
corporate profits. According to Cisco, "IOT has the potential
to grow global corporate profits by 21% in 2022".
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Internet of Things on a “Smart Sustainable City”
Nowadays, the Internet of Things or IoT has been widely
known as a powerful and vital tool for a “Smart Sustainable
City”. As recorded, IoT is how physical things and Internet
are interconnected to each other, to gather and transmit data.
The advances of industrialization, healthcare services, and
responsive government organization services are among the
thousands significant developments the Internet of Things
provides to achieve a “Smart Sustainable City”.
This is exactly the reason why more and more people are
migrating to urban cities and shifting to living in a much more
innovative and convenient life. After all, people are more
driven to become more flexible, productive and happy when
they see higher potential to succeed.
Just recently, an increase of population was identified in some
urban areas exceeding rural areas inhabitants, reaching from
1.2% average rate per year in preceding 50 years and perhaps,
is expected to grow to 70% for the next 30 years.
The presence of IoT on a “Smart Sustainable City” takes
away the stress of the people to keep on track. In fact, it is
likely necessary as it saves much people’s time and resources
in a fast-paced environment. To enumerate, the health
insurance benefits, business applications, revenues
declarations and other government-related documents can be
easily accessed through generated electronic services or eservices. Nowadays, even banking money, booking flights
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and hotels, and buying great items can be done through one
click by just having the applications needed, mounted in
smartphones, without getting sweat and without exerting extra
effort of going outside the house.
Likewise, this moves the economic growth and human capital
of the city, increasing the competencies and financial return in
the city through business negotiations and adapting effective
entrepreneurship.
Apart from that, Internet of Things on a “Smart Sustainable
City” maximizes productivity and efficiency. In some ways,
this plays a key role in building socioeconomic strength. With
the advent of new technology, the demand for a higher
standard is within reach.
Thus, integrating IoT in a “Smart Sustainable City”, is very
beneficial as it provides development to the quality of life. In
fact, it simplifies the complexity of life and changes the way
people think and behave. As a concept, this makes the city to
move forward, to understand deeper, and to deliver the needs
of the people, in terms of, physical, ideals, and social wellbeing.
IoT concerns on security
The internet of things is a technology that connects objects
like cars and television with the internet to allow remote
access to the user (Vasta, 2015). This is not really a new
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technology, as it is a development from the M2M
communication. M2M concept is applied in
telecommunication like in connecting one mobile phone to
another enabling communication between two people. A
similar concept is applied in IoT only that it connects man to
machines instead of machine to machine and hence it
develops a new term – Man-to-Machine communication. IoT
is therefore a platform that allows people to communicate
with their devices (e.g. watch, car, light, etc.).
There are several benefits that come with the IoT because it
transforms the world by changing how people carry out their
daily tasks. Having a smart home is definitely something
desired by many because it is cool and it also reduces the
overall consumption of energy and hence it lowers the energy
bill. New developments would also enable cars to link up with
smart city infrastructure and hence create a new ecosystem for
the drivers. However, in spite of all the benefits of IoT, IoT
increases the entry points of cyber criminals and hackers due
to the increase in the connected devices (Meola, 2016). For
example, the first blackout due to cyber-attack was
experienced in 2015 after hackers took down a power grid in
western Ukraine (Meola, 2016). This is likely to be the
beginning of more attacks.
As our society grows technologically, we all became
dependent on hardware and software. This makes us more and
more vulnerable to hacker’s attacks and hardware
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malfunction. And as there is growth in the internet of things,
more devices will become connected. Many tech companies
are putting more efforts in developing smart products. The
future of the IoT will take place more in the cyberspace and
therefore there is a security concern on cybercrimes (Rosulek,
2017). Therefore, there is need to make security the first
priority while aiming for technological change. Other than the
security, many consumers are also concerned about their
privacy because most of the consumer’s life is connected via
the internet (Meola, 2016). As a result, there are various tech
companies that are focusing on cyber security to ensure safety
and privacy of all this data.
Increase in the number of smart devices means increase in the
level of data traffic. Data is information and information is
power (or money, if you prefer). Therefore, there is need for
the IoT communication to be encrypted. Encryption secures
data so that it can only be read and reconstructed by the
authorize parties only. Masked Authenticated Messaging is
one of the IOT system that is used to encrypt and secure the
whole data stream (Rosulek, 2017). Encryption of the whole
data streaming requires a new approach in order to secure the
transmission of data. If the security and the privacy of the IoT
system can be assured, then it will be a revolution to the entire
world.
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A Matured Block Chain with Exxor
3.1 Exxor as the Successor
Exxor is a cryptocurrency fine-tuned to provide efficient
M2M interactions in the IoT industry. Instead of block chain
it uses Directed Acylic Graphs (DAG) which enables zero
fees on micro transactions, high scalability and offline
transactions. Exxor uses a technologyderived by DAG in
which every transaction forms its own block verified by two
randomly chosen previous transactions.
The POW required is simple enough that it doesn’t require
miners for verification and thus there is zero fee on
transactions. All Exxor tokens have already been mined, so no
mining is needed. As every transaction approves two other
transactions on the network, scalability increases with
increasing activity on the network. The use of sub-trees also
assures offline transactions to be implemented, so nodes don’t
have to be online over a process. These sub-trees can then
later be reconnected to the main tree network.
Offline Transactions
The beauty of the tangle is that you can fluidly branch off and
back into the Exxor network. This partitioning is key in being
adaptive to the rigorous needs of an asynchronous Exxor
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environment. There is no such thing as always being in an
online connectivity, therefore, you need to be able to make
transactions and secure your data even in an offline
environment. Exxor
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from any kind of revision and tampering. Thus DAG use
other mechanisms to perform the same kind of operations.
Directed acyclic graph requires that each transactions points
to one or more previous transactions. During this process,
transactions ends up performing a structure which represents a
directed graph with no specific directed cycles. One major
problem of block chain-free technology such as DAG
cryptocurrencies is the limitations on width growth. The
graph’s width is the number of points, having the same parent
point and not connected by the edges. The whole idea of
developing this new technology was to address the issues of
user limitation on choosing old transactions as parent
transaction.
Byte ball and IOTA are two types of projects that are
currently utilizing DAG concept. IOTA being a project of
DAG cannot be used to do generalized smart contracts thus
making it a less competitor to Etherum. The only smart
contracts that can be performed in IOTA is where order
doesn’t matter. Both state channels and DAG allow for
improved scalability and micro-transactions but are unable to
do generalized smart contracts.
DAG projects such as IOTA is promising fee-less system
which might not be true after all. The idea behind this system
is that everyone does the proof of work for their own
transactions, everyone provides computational power to the
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network proportional to their usage of the network. In
comparison to Bitcoin, if you make 10% of all transactions
while paying 10% of all transaction fees, and at the same time
providing 10% of all hashing power you would become the
block winner for 10% of the blocks. Accumulated over time,
this would roughly earn you 10% of all the transaction fees in
the network, basically getting you to a net zero on transaction
fee costs.
Byte ball technology analysis for Cryptocurrencies
Cryptocurrency has found its way into the digital world in the
early 2000’s. Bitcoin was the original cryptocurrency and still
is most popular today. Byte ball is the most recent addition to
the existing virtual currencies that is making so much noise in
the web worldwide.
There are digital currencies that are adept at rule-
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It is built with unique concepts. Unlike other
cryptocurrencies, Byte ball gives importance to its users,
making them involved in its governance process for rulemaking. Hence, it is not solely rule-enforcing. Byte ball is the
only cryptocurrency where the users are part and parcel of the
of the system
While other cryptocurrencies also employ “peer-to-peer”
relations, Byte ball has a remarkable distinction that sets it
apart from the rest. It knocks them off with its conditional
payments scheme. In some virtual currencies, the users
encounter a problem where they cannot trust the other party at
all times to accomplish their part of the deal, ending up with
undue consequences. Byte ball eradicates this dilemma by
allowing parties to make a condition that, should the other
party fails to fulfill its part of the deal, the aggrieved party
will get its money back in an agreed period of time. This
scheme makes the users feel confident knowing have a system
that thwarts any breach of the contract.
Byte ball also features crypto-exchanges tree of charge, and
black bytes. The latter are for more private payments that will
not be seen on a public database.
With Byte ball, there is no central system that keeps the
payments, but after making a new transaction, it is
cryptographically linked to other transactions in so doing,
making a chain-like effect.
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Byte ball is the solution. Its exceptional composition of
decentralized, circulated system is truly and absolutely
trustworthy. It is equipped with a DAG instead of blockchain. It does not trade Proof-of-Work and hands power to the
users.

Taking into Consideration of Performance Issue
Xu et al. (2014), developed a T-Storm on top storm platform,
using this trying to controlling the speed of traffic of a high
speed streams by using the hot-swapping technique in traffic
aware online resource scheduling algorithm designed to
assigning a task in an effective manner however reducing a
worker node in a storm system. T-Storm achieves more
effective to distribute tasks and moreover improved
performance. Aly et al. (2012), in this, introduced a reformed
MapReduce architecture model, it allowed data to be
pipelined among operators. This covers the MapReduce
programming model beyond batch processing and can
decrease processing time and expand system utilization for
batch jobs with various sizes of data. Dusi et al. (2012), the
author introduced to the Blackmon technique similar to the s4,
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storm but fo cusing on web based content sensing data. In
Daoud, and Kharma (2011), a two-stage list-based booking
calculation, known as Hybrid Heuristic Genetic Scheduling
(H2GS) calculation, for information stream planning on
heterogeneous conveyed processing frameworks, is proposed.
The primary stage executes aheuristic list-based calculation,
named LDCP, to create a great calendar. In the second stage,
the LDCP-produced plan is infused into the un derlying
populace of a tweaked hereditary calculation, which continues
to develop shorter calendars. Errand duplication is a method
to diminish the important correspondence between the
processors. Some essential undertakings will be copied and
executed on more than one processors. In Sinnen et al. (2011),
a conflict mindful assignment duplication booking calculation
is proposed. It works under the general dispute model, and its
algorithmic segments are based on state-of-the-craftsmanship
procedures utilized as a part of assignment duplication and
mindful dispute calculations. In Y. Xuetal. (2013), a Double
MolecularStructure-based Chemical Reaction Optimization
(DMSCRO) calculation, for coordinated non-cyclic bunch
information stream planning on heterogeneous processing
frameworks, is created. In DMSCRO, one atomic structure is
used to encode the execution request of the assignments in a
DAG work, while the other sub-atomic structure to encode the
errand to-registering hub mapping. DMSCRO additionally
outlines the essential basic synthetic response operations and
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the wellness capacity reasonable for the situation of DAG
booking. To compress, current execution situated information
stream booking are not restricted in one or another viewpoint.
Up to now, the vast majority of the scrutinizes are done in
static booking. All the data about booking is assessed,
unaltered, and must be ahead of time. However, when the
volume of the information stream is changed, the booking
may not be a shrewd technique. In the event that static
booking is utilized in the new station, tremendous variances
will happen. In enormous information stream situations, the
volume of the information stream is changed. Social media
connecting with smart devices and sensing huge amount of
streaming data increasing double by two to three years, this is
also one type of IoT data because connected with GPS
temperature, etc. devices. It is only suitable needs of the one
type of big data only data forms are changing in different
sectors as well as changing the traffic levels.

Treatment record data can be mined to explore ways to cut
costs and deliver better medicine. Data mining also can be
used to identify and understand high-cost patients and applied
to mass of data gen erated by millions of prescriptions,
operations, and treatment courses to identify unusual patterns
and uncover fraud.
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Taking into Consideration of Energy Issue
Sun, Zhang, Yang et al. (2015), developed a Re-Stream on top
storm platform, using this trying to re allocating their streams
directed acyclic graphs and dividing as two segments, one
critical vertex and non-critical vertex based strategies throw
words reducing energy efficiency to managing their stream
graphs. Energy-aware dynamic scheduling of critical vertices
algorithm. In K. Kanoun et al. 2014, in this article evolving a
low power many core architecture model for big data stream
computing with integrating able to adapt scalable, low-power
and reconfigurable cores for reducing energy with different
memory levels. This is very expensive to modify hardware
equipment and reconfigure with the IcyFlex4 Core for
achieving high performance. In Baskiyar, and Abdel-Kader
(2010), an energy mindful DAG booking, EADAGS, on
heterogeneous processors is proposed. EADAGS joins
Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS) with Decisive Path
Scheduling (DPS) to accomplish the twin targets of
minimizing completion time and energy utilization. In the
main stage, after DPS is keeping running on the DAG to give
a low complete time, the energy expended is assessed for all
processors. In the second stage, voltage scaling is connected
amid slack times to decrease energy while keeping up the
timetable length. In Hsu et al. (2014), an Energy-mindful
Task Consolidation (ETC) procedure is proposed. And so
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forth accomplishes energy mindful assignment combination
by confining CPU use beneath a predefined crest limit. And
so on does energy mindful assignment union by solidifying
undertakings amongst vir tual groups. Also, the energy cost
model considers system inertness when an errand moves to
another simulated bunch.
In Kima et al. (2014), a model for assessing the energy
utilization of each virtual machine, a virtual machine planning
calculation that gives processing assets as per the energy
spending plan of each virtual machine, is proposed. Those
plans are actualized in the Xen virtualization framework. In
Zong et al. (2011), two energy productive duplication-based
planning calculations, Energy-Aware Duplication (EAD) and
Performance Energy Balanced Duplication (PEBD), are
proposed. Conserv ing energy is to quickly swing processors
to the most minimal voltage once no errand is holding up or
no undertaking is prepared for execution. This approach
guarantees that undertakings can be executed as quick as
could reasonably be expected. In the interim, assignments on
the basic way will be copied under the condition that no
noteworthy energy overhead is presented by the
reproductions. Duplications can stay away from the execution
corruption brought about by holding up messages. The
method of the reasoning behind this methodology is twofold.
In the first place, energy overhead caused by errand copies
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could be counterbalanced by energy investment funds in also
interconnects, by shortening plan length. Second, the general
execution is enhanced by the uprightness of copies.
The above all are trying to fulfill their needs using different
platforms and computing engines. Fully not considering
overall needs of IoT’s generated real-time sensing data using
big data. Partially fulfill very few techniques, so seeing this
literature find a gap on a different type of organization
sensing dif ferent circulation levels of data with using
different types of sensor devices, RFID, and etc.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
To Developing a novel real-time Application level resource
allocation and device control methods for an IoT devices
handling by using the BDSC platforms. In-stream computing
usually handling motion data, it is real-time. Different IoT’s
are dissimilar circulation levels data Streams. For the device,
intelligence is provided making IoT devices as connected
real-time effectively. It is improving the living off the
devices.
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ROLE OF DATA MINING IN IoT AND BIG DATA ERA
With the rapid development of IoT, big data, and cloud
computing, the most fundamental challenge is to explore the
large volumes of data and extract useful information or
knowledge for future actions (M. Chen, S. Mao, and Y. Liu
2014). The key characteristics of the data in IoT era can be
considered as big data; they are as follows.
1. Large volumes of data to read and write: the amount of data
can be TB (terabytes), even PB (peta bytes) and ZB (zetta
byte), so we need to explore fast and effective mechanisms.
2. Heterogeneous data sources and data types to integrate: in
big data era, the data sources are diverse; for example, we
need to integrate sensors data, cameras data, social media
data, and so on and all these data are different in format, byte,
binary, string, number, and so forth. We need to communicate
with different types of devices and different systems and also
need to extract data from web pages.
3. Complex knowledge to extract: the knowledge is deeply
hidden in large volumes of data and the knowledge is not
straightforward, so we need to analyze the properties of data
and find the associa tion of different data.
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THEORETICAL EVALUATION MODEL FOR IOT
STREAM
Proposed System
IoT-Stream technique applied along with existing BDSC
platforms like a storm, S4 and spark. Now first in this chapter
are applying for storm platform. It is open source platform to
dealing streaming data. In this performance, aware issues are
not considered like energy, Response-time, resource
allocation, etc. Our proposed Model as energy efficiency
performance scalable platform. Overview of IoT-Stream
process workflow is shown in Figure 4. To controlling the
Stream computing platform in big data while computing IoT
application data. It is facing difficulty consequently search for
further gap filling to overcome this issue. In-Stream Comput
ing Storm (Storm (event processor), 2016) platform is open
sourced with fulfilling the maximum needs of existing
streaming data aspect. In this one using scheduling strategy is
Round Robin (Round-robin scheduling, 2016) as by default
one. It does not satisfy the data circulation is very high in the
point processing slow and energy consumption very for that
purpose many failures. Devices generated data. The process
flows in internally in the storm platform shown in Figure 5.
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In the time of real-time computing data, three different type of
data sensing devices are there in IoT (1) event-driven
communication (Meng et al. 2013), (2) periodical
communication (E. A. Billard et al. 1993), (3)
Communication on request. For processing this kind of data,
it wants for more computation power. Modifying scheduling
approach passion for meeting the different type of data sets
handling very effective way. Modified algorithm mentions
below algorithm 1, in this algorithm mention calculating their
time complexity using. For the further computation steps
mention in the algorithm itself with a double slash. The below
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algorithm 1 is working with three strategies. First is
optimizing their stream graphs by using DVFS (Dynamic
Voltage Frequency Scaling) (E. Le Sueur and G. Heiser,
2010) approaches to reduce energy. Second is Hot-swapping
(Hot swapping, 2015) technique for online re-scheduling their
worker nodes. The third is assigning both one and two
approaches to scaling their performance. For usage of the
mathematical calculation process followed by simplifying the
streaming graph. To computing a stream graphs, process is
given below
Classification of Stream Computing
A continues sequence of datasets is called stream. An infinite
sequence of data sets is called streams, more than one stream
processed at the same time is called parallel streams. A
program used to process continues data streams is called
stream computing. Generally, stream computing processing
by the Data stream graph (DSG) is derived by the Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG). Below definitions providing a correct
measurable view of DSG

Definitions DSG is considered as DAG, is a resultant by the
DAG. Every G is continuing with two parameters G=, in this
VG is a vertex of the group and EG is an Edges of the group.
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And subgraph Gs ,∀Vi∈ VG s then ∀Vi ∈ VG s , the path it is
going the route of the DAG. It is a direction of an (Vs, Ve) if
S ≠ E the start ing point and ending point same the graph is
not a directed graph, and it is mostly indicating null node.
Topological Sort (TS) is another characteristic graph the
graph not containing any cycle’s formations.it must be a
DAG. DAG means it is Topology sort order. Partitioning a
graph, it is considering by the DAG

Algorithm 1. IoT Application Real-Time Data
Management

Input: IoT Real-Time data streams as a source.
Output: Computed Data Streams with High performance
Begin
Get IoT Real-Time Data Streams
Process
Calculate No. of executors
E= (No. of Requests DAG+1)
//Not more than
Calculate No. of worker nodes
=(number of worker nodes in cluster * number cores per
worker node) – (number of hacker tasks)
//Evaluate by
Calculate Existing Load of each Executer
=(E/) * 100
//Evaluate by
Loop for i=1 to No. of Schedule iteration
// for Application, aware association using factor for estimate X
Update “Q” permitting to the
Partition by of giving to the performance ratio.
Send data to the worker nodes
Calculating load by using the formula (1)
i+;
loop end
Energy Calculating for each node measured by (5)
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Return Application-aware schedule allocation factor is X
Total Energy Feasting system measured by (4)
Performance Calculating by (6)
End

based on TS us splitting the vertices of a graph. Partition
graph (GP) is a partitioning vertex based on the topology sort
G! = { G!! , G!! , G!! , … . } for each partition will having
G!! = V! , V! , V! , … ∈ 𝐺, 𝐺𝑃2 = 𝑉1 , 𝑉2 , 𝑉3 ∈ 𝐺.

It is subgroup containing ∀𝑖 ≠ 𝑗𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ (1, 𝑛) then𝐺!! ∪ 𝐺!! =
= 𝑉! 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐺 = (𝑉! , 𝐸! )

∅, 𝑈!! 𝐺!!

VG = (idv, fv, cv, iv, ov)
Eg = (idc, cc)
P(VS, VC)
where
Graph Vertices = 𝑉! − 𝑉! , 𝑉! , 𝑉! , … . 𝑉! ,
Graph Edges = 𝐸! − 𝐸! , 𝐸! , 𝐸! , … . 𝐸! ,
Start vertex and End vertex = 𝑉! , 𝑉!
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Vertices identification, function, computation cost, input data
stream, the output data stream=𝑖𝑑! , 𝑓! , 𝑐! , 𝑖! , 𝑜! , 𝑖𝑑! , 𝐶! =
identification of directed edge, communication cost of directed edge.
In Figure 6 the graph is a stat’s at V1 and ends V2 it does not
contain circles and it {V1,V2,V3,V4,V5,V6,V7,V8}

and in this one subgraph are assumed for example {V1, V3,
V5, V6, V8} ∈ G, and the path is two paths in this above graph
{V1, V2, V4, V7, V8} and {V1, V3, V5, V6, V8} ∈ G. The above
graph moreover TS. The workflow nature it is telling the
order of a storm execution flow. Each task depending upon
another task it won’t be executing parallel and worker node
assigning a particular task it is relative to their task strength in
that time achieves more simulative results. For example, DAG
is shown in Figure 6.
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Below are provide appropriate equations to calculate an
energy efficiency, response time and traffic aware energy
aware scheduling strategies (S. Zhuravlev et al. 2013) and
their mathematical relations among the energy efficient
(Rizwan et al. 2015) with response time, energy efficient
inter-node process ing, energy efficient traffic consolidation
and worker node assigning with low response time. The
mathematical formulas and their proofs, calculation energy
and response time for DAG. Executers assigning a slot
computing by using formula (1)
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Below are provide appropriate equations to calculate an
energy efficiency, response time and traffic aware energy
aware scheduling strategies (S. Zhuravlev et al. 2013) and
their mathematical relations among the energy efficient
(Rizwan et al. 2015) with response time, energy efficient
inter-node process ing, energy efficient traffic consolidation
and worker node assigning with low response time. The
mathematical formulas and their proofs, calculation energy
and response time for DAG. Executers assigning a slot
computing by using formula (1)

𝐸!"! =

!(!!!)
𝑃(!"! )
!!

𝜇! 𝑡 𝑑𝑡

where computation node is “cni”, computation node Energy is
“Ecn i ”, computation node Power is “Pcn i ”, node indicator
is “i”, ⎡⎣⎢t0,tn − 1 ⎤⎦⎥ time interval is “t”.
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The specific component is Power consumption by computer is
network, memory, Disk storage, CPU. Applying DVFS
approach for power consumptcos co compsuttcoA ncon
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𝐸!"! =

!"#!!
𝐸(!"! )
!!!

Theorem 2: for computing by Equation 5 an E. . E., energy
consumption, ſº ‘. . is time intervals, divided into [t, t, t t, by
formula proof D. (Sun, Zhang, Yang et al., 2015)

𝐸(!"! ) = 𝛼. 𝑃!"! 𝑀𝐴𝑋 . 𝑡 !!! − 𝑡!
+ 1 − 𝛼 . 𝑃!"! 𝑀𝐴𝑋
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those applying an optimal schedule in two ways. first
computing weight of each node and categories by using the
three wings lower, mid, and higher. It categorization is done
by using their weights. This called logical flow
transformation. Next, is a paired categorization is usually
categorized by using the tree triangle pairs to compute. Figure
8 shown categorization of the stream workflows.

Performance Metrics
Evaluating BDSC for the IoT’s workload discussion the
factors like latency, jitter, throughput, CPU and Memory
Utilization.
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Memory and CPU Utilization
Gushing IoT data flows are relied upon to be asset
concentrated, and the capacity of the DSPS to utilize the
appropriated assets effectively with negligible overhead is
vital. This additionally influences the VM assets and ensuing
cost to be paid to run the application utilizing the given
stream handling stage. Here track the CPU and memory usage
for the data flow as the normal of the CPU and memory use
over all the VMs that are being utilized by the dataflow’s
assignments. The per-VM data can likewise distinguish which
VMs facilitating which errands are the potential bottlenecks
and can profit by infor mation parallel scale-out.
Latency
Each message latency generated by the task. The process time
of each task is calculated by took the time in seconds. The
message is generated
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the source assignments and all its causally subordinate
messages delivered at the sink endeavors.
The inaction per message may move dependent upon the data
rate, resources circulated to the errand, and the kind of
message being taken care of. While this errand torpidity is the
opposite of the mean throughput, the end-to-end inertia for the
task inside a data flow will moreover join the framework and
cover time to get a tuple and transmit it downstream.
Jitter The perfect yield throughput may stay because of the
variable rate of the info streams, change in the ways taken by
the information stream through the data flow (e.g., at a Hash
example), or execution variability of the SPS.

𝜔! − 𝜎× 𝜔!
𝐽! =
𝜎𝜔 !

In this work utilize jitter to track the variety in the yield
throughput from the normal yield throughput, characterized
for a period interim tas, where the numerator is the watched
distinction between the nor mal and real yield rate amid
interim t, and the denominator is the normal long haul normal
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yield rate given a long haul normal information rate xi. In a
perfect case, jitter will tend towards zero.
Throughput
The yield throughput is the totaled rate of yield messages
discharged out of the sink assignments, mea sured in
messages every second. The throughput of a data flow relies
on upon the information through put and the selectivity of the
data flow, gave the asset allotment, and execution of the SPS
are sufficient. In a perfect world, the yield throughput ωo = σ
× ωi, where ωi is the information throughput for a data flow
with selectivity σ. It is likewise helpful to gauge the pinnacle
throughput that can be bolstered by a given application, which
is the greatest stable rate that can be handled utilizing a settled
quantum of assets. Both throughput and inactivity estimations
are applicable just under stable conditions when the SPS can
maintain a given data rate, i.e., when the stable per message
and line size on the information frame stay stable and don’t
increment indefensibly.
PRACTICAL EVALUATION MODEL
Experimental Setup
For real-time computing, our model determination is frame a
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simulation environment. Hardware re quirement is used to
creating simulation environment. Intel i3 processor, 16 GB
RAM, 512 Mbps speed network connectivity, using 4 core
machines 10 for testing our model. All the modified
scheduling approaches applied on top of the Ischeduler of the
storm platform. Software requirement using for the computing
the results, storm 0.10.0, Ubuntu server Version 14.01, java
1.8.25, zookeeper 3.4.0, python 3.0. Deploying modified
energy efficient self-scheduling algorithm monitoring their
results are observ ing on the StormUI.
3.2 Exxor and its Intricacies:
Exxor, which means a series of connections, is a company
which aims to cater to the shortcomings of the current system
of digital currencies in the IoT platform. The company is led
by a very talented team with revolutionary ideas to
completely decentralize the global currency environment in
the IoT platform. Exxor is a cryptocurrency for IoT, with one
of its major features being able to allow micropayments
between machines without any fee.
To issue a transaction in Exxor, a node (a processing entity
with its own firmware which initiates transactions)
participating in the network must approve, directly or
indirectly, two previous transaction records. The mining
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process is avoided by a genesis transaction, which initiates all
the tokens necessary to operate the network and sends them to
other founder addresses. Therefore, no POW is necessary to
create Exxor tokens. This also means that there is no
consensus about what transaction should be placed in the
Exxor network, which is shaped like a tree, and each request
has a right to participate. The nodes avoid conflicting
transactions and approve the ones that have already a high
approval rating. The more approval of a transaction, the more
it is absorbed into the network and this prevents the double
spending problem. The nodes also solve the cryptographic
puzzle themselves, the nature of which is explained in section
2.1
How does Exxor handle conflict transactions? The nodes on
the network execute a tip (conflicting transaction) selection
algorithm to decide between two conflicting transactions. The
algorithm gives a probability of the selection of transactions
and compares them; the one with the highest probability gets
approved, while the latter is slowly absolved. The nodes also
keep a record of the transactions made by their counterparts,
which if are too low, the node is dropped from the network.
Therefore, a node has incentive to make new transactions in
order to get a high approval rating for its own, and others
transaction records. The ledger is now a tree instead of a
block chain. The elimination of miners reduces confirmation
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times and the security is improved by approving two, instead
of one previous transaction.
How does Exxor choose the two transactions to approve? We
need d ed ad ns
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number depends on the approval technique applied. Either
two random tips can be chosen by the following formula:
𝐿! = 1.43 ∗ 𝜆ℎ(𝐿! , 𝑁)
Whereh(L0,N) is the average time a node needs to apply the
necessary calculations for passing transactions, N is the total
number of transactions, and L is the number of tips at any
given time. This technique may be good when the number of
tips is close to λ, but it does not encourage approving tips. To
counter this, a technique to approve two random tips among
top aL(t) is applied, where a is a parameter between 1 and 0.
The number of tips in this technique is given by:
𝐿! (𝑎) = 𝜆

ℎ(𝐿! , 𝑁)
𝑎

As for the growth of the cumulative weight, in the low load
regime if a transaction gets approved several times, its
cumulative weight grows by a factor of λw, where w is the
mean weight of a transaction. For the high load regime, the
cumulative weight grows after several approvals according to
the formula:
𝑡
𝐻 𝑡 = 2.24 ∗ 𝑤𝑒𝑥𝑝 (0.4 )
ℎ
After the adaptation period (the phase after our transaction is
approved indirectly by most tips) is over, the cumulative
weight grows at the same rate as it would in a low load
regime.
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Exxor uses a newer, more secure hashing algorithm than that
of Bitcoin and its other competitors. The SHA-3 standard was
the result of a competition with the goal of producing an
alternative to SHA-2. This competition was organized by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The
winner of this competition was selected in 2012. The new
SHA-3 standard algorithm is a subset of the cryptographic
primitive family, Keccak. The Skein algorithm was the runner
up in the NIST hash function competition. It is also used in
Exxor, in combination with SHA-3. The advantage of this
approach is greater diversity in the secure hashing functions
used in Exxor. Exxor hashing is built from two secure hashing
algorithms: Skein and Keccak. These two algorithms are
combined to form a single SK- 1024 (Skein-Keccak 1024 bit)
hash. There are three types of output lengths in Exxor
hashing: SK-256, SK-512, and SK-1024. Public keys are
hashed with SK-256 to secure them from public knowledge
until spent. Transactions are hashed with SK-512 while SK1024 is used for the proof-of-work hash.”
Therefore, a Exxor hash is a lot larger than the ones currently
being used under conventional cryptocurrencies.
Exxor provides an incentive for users of the network to keep
their wallet running 24/7. This is necessary since the former
system provides no incentive and thus suffers a scarcity of
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nodes on the network to run the M2M network wallet, which
leads the economic problem known as the tragedy of
commons. This incentive is given by providing anyone who
deposits enough tokens, a site and in return receive newly
minted tokens. This ensures that the network remain active.
The timely process increases one’s trust on the network; a
high score of which can result in a higher minting rate𝑅! .

𝑅! = 0.05 +

1 + 0.025 ∗ ln(

!∗ !!
!"##$%&&

)

ln(10)

Figure 9: The minting rate equation
Here 𝑎! is the age of the trust key.
The energy efficient threshold 𝐸! allows for an energy
efficient time-based trust system, given by: 𝐸! =

!""∗!!
!!"#$

. The

required threshold
The genesis transaction is the first transaction of a trust key.
This is required to act as the root of the trust key’s age in
order to gain a reference on its current weight and minting
rate. The hash of this genesis transaction can therefore be
used as an input in future transactions to verify that a trust
block is linked to a corresponding genesis transaction.
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The following equation describes the genesis weight required
to get a high enough threshold to achieve the creation of a
genesis transaction and corresponding block

𝑊! = 𝑀𝑖𝑛(17.5,

!".!.!"

!.!!
!"#!$%%

!" !

!!

+ 1.0
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time, but rather with a Unified Time system that operates on
the protocol level keeping all Exxor clocks synchronized to
the second. Because clocks in the Exxor network are
synchronized, new rules can be activated in the protocol based
on time stamps rather than block numbers. This allows
network participants to more accurately activate consensus
updates.
Automated decentralized checkpoints are created every hour.
A checkpoint prevents any site that was not rooted from the
last hardened checkpoint to be invalid. This prevents an
attacker from producing an alternative Block chain prior to
the last checkpoint time.
Exxor also places limits on the ‘own-weight’ of a transaction
so that a double spend transaction cannot gain a large weight
to outweigh the legitimate sub-tree. The strategy of the
attacker here would be to generate maximal own-weight
transactions that approve the double spend transaction.
Assuming the maximal own weight of a transaction is m, and
given the input burst of honest transactions is on rival to the
attacker’s computational prowess, the probability that the
double spending transaction has more cumulative weight can
be given by:
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Figure 15: The probability equation for success of the double
spending transaction
In case of a parasitic chain attack, where an attacker uses a
sub-tree to give more height to the parasitic tips, Exxor’s
main tree is protected by strong hashing algorithm which give
more cumulative weight to honest transactions than the
attacker. Additionally, Exxor is geared with the MCMC
(Markov Chain Monte Carlo) algorithm as a selection
procedure between two tips. This is to make sure that no
artificial tip is referenced. Suppose Hx is the current
cumulative weight of a site, and as a rule of thumb, the
cumulative weight of a tip is always 1, while of other sites it
is at least 2. The plan is to place some random particles on
various sites of the tree network and let them walk towards
the tip in a random fashion. The tips which are visited by the
walkers first are then selected for approval.
The MCMC algorithm works by considering all transactions
between W and 2W, where W is considerably a large value,
then placing N particles there in an independent manner.
These particles will then do a random walk towards the tips,
and the first two random walks which reach the tips first are
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approved. The transition probability is defined in the
following way:

𝑃!" = exp −𝛼 𝐻! − 𝐻!

exp −𝛼 𝐻! − 𝐻! ) !!

(
!:!~!

Figure 16: The Transitioning equation with x,y and z as
variable sites
Where a > 0.
Issues resolved with Exxor
One of the most important issues that face almost all IOT
technologies is the fee on the micro transactions which are
more than the amount transferred in several cases, and getting
rid of it is difficult since it provides an incentive for miners to
verify transactions and place them on the end of the block
chain. This problem was completely resolved in the Exxor
technology and resolved completely. Furthermore, the
chances of a 51% attack are more possible to occur in the
current IOT systems but not anymore with Exxor. Finally,
computation times of different devices on the IOT network is
based on block chain while Exxor come to disrupt the block
chain to save much of our time.
On the other hand, the ability to transfer data over a cloudbased network has changed how we do business. While the
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IOT may be scalable and flexible, using the cloud to share
data is increasingly risky as hackers seek opportunities to
wreak havoc. The increasing vulnerabilities of transmitting
data over cloud-based infrastructures is causing designers,
programmers, and security experts real concern as they
struggle to keep these interconnected systems safe. This
problem is completely resolved with the Exxor technology
which has very strong and secured system that was built for
your own safety and for the security of your valuable
information.
Exxor coins instead of Bitcoins
The Exxor coins will be used for daily transactions in the
network. The coins are created only once in the genesis
transaction and are distributed to other beacon networks.
Newly minted coins will only be based upon the
trustworthiness of a node, which will be a calculated
phenomenon according to the aforementioned formula. The
tokens will thus be subject to little inflation, due to the limited
numbers available. This is a very important aspect for Exxor,
since other cryptocurrencies are facing a shift in their
purchasing power due to the ability of creating almost
unlimited number of coins for their networks.
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Why use Exxor technology?
It is a decentralized system where the ledger will be
distributed to every entity on the network. It has a trust system
which does not require the entities to know each other on the
platform. Besides, it provides the processing of micro
transaction services at considerable speeds due to the
elimination of the “middle-man”. The collected data can be
solved to companies. Additionally, the ability to backtrack
previous activities with guaranteed validity becomes possible,
thus making it easier to make smart contracts. Finally, a
higher difficulty of data being tampered is ensured due to the
big number of nodes present on the network and the Proof of
Work (POW) requiring high computational resources for
someone to do so.
For example, you can expect your computer to automatically
order groceries when their stocks fall below set levels. If you
had a specialized robot at home, you can set it to open the
door to a visitor after verifying his/her identity. So, if you
have both a PC and robot at home, when the grocery store's
delivery person arrives at the door and rings the bell
(assuming that his/her identity information has been stored in
the robot), you can expect your robot to verify his/her identity
information and open the door, check in your purchases, send
an electronic acknowledgement to the store, say "Bye!" to the
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delivery person, close the door and then deposit the purchases
at a places you have taught it to.
The devices using high-tech sensors can then be expected to
notify your PC that fresh stocks have arrived (as well as their
quantities) and the computer, in turn, will automatically
update stock balances and pay off the store by issuing an
instruction to your bank/credit card account.

Exxor for tracking
The data collecting sensors embedded in factory machinery
and warehouse shelves by Exxor can communicate problems
or track resources in real time, making it easy to work more
efficiently and keep costs down.
The tracking activities and certifications to Exxor genesis
phase exists, such as a supply chain over its whole process so
that any physical outcome is accompanied by a ‘digital
passport’ that proves its authenticity and origin. The system
allows only to share the indelible records with regulatory
bodies and insurers. Additionally, it can be scaled down to
make ‘smart home IOT ecosystems’, with cryptographic
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hashes of device firmware stored in a block chain to reduce
the verification time.

Transactions with Exxor

Exxor is a company which builds upon the Bitcoiun24 271.1163-193824 93824 tp 0.
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consensus about what transaction should be placed in the
Exxor network, which is shaped like a tree, and each request
has a right to participate. The nodes avoid conflicting
transactions and approve the ones that have already a high
approval rating.

Exxor Coin
The Exxor tokens will be used for everyday transactions on
the network. The tokens are created only once in the genesis
transaction and are distributed to other beacon networks.
Newly minted tokens will only be based upon the
trustworthiness of a node, which will be a calculated
phenomenon according to the aforementioned formula. The
tokens will thus be subject to little inflation, due to the limited
numbers available. This is a very important aspect for Exxor,
since other cryptocurrencies are facing a shift in their
purchasing power due to the ability of creating almost
unlimited number of coins for their networks. For example,
witness the graph below showing the rapid increase in bitcoin
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tokens over the projected years:

Figure 18: Total Bitcoins over time from 2009-2033
With the rapid increase in coin supplies with high
computational resources available to miners nowadays,
Bitcoin may see a decrease in its value over the years. Exxor
rectifies this issue by giving newly minted coins only to the
selected “trusted” members of the network, which will thus
have incentive to be active members by approving more
transactions. With this right being exclusive to only specific
members, Exxor will give almost a constant value of worth to
its tokens even in the future.
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Business strategy:
The initial users of Exxor will be electronic device
manufacturers which will be able to connect all of their
devices on the single network. This creates a limitless use
cases since devices will be able to send transactions between
each other regardless of their manufacturer or technical
specifications. Exxor’s scalability and flexibility
characteristics will provide support for multiple application
frameworks and platforms. Therefore, instead of waiting for
companies to adopt our product, we will be directly engaging
with our potential customers and tailoring the software for
their needs. We believe this will be our competitive edge over
our competitors as well as key to our business growth and
Exxor’s wide adoption in the market.
Scarcity and utility of EXX coin is what creates a value
proposition for its holders and network users. As more
devices and transactions appear on the Exxor network, the
value of EXX currency will begin to increase due to its
limited supply. No Exx coins will ever be created or
destroyed. Exxor currency’s key characteristic is the ability to
send zero cost transactions between various electronic
devices.
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3.3 Exxor vs Other IoT Technologies

Exxor
Security

Higher security to
tackle quantum
computer with large
hash size (1024 bits)

Advantages

Does not require
miners, but provides
enough incentive for
nodes to encourage
transactions through
trust keys/ newly
minted tokens and
other rewards.
Comes with a
difficulty algorithm,
dependent on approval
variables (weight,
depth, height etc.) for
finding sites.
Difficulty is modified
by a modifying factor
so the tampering is
made difficult.

IBM Watson
BlockChain
The protected data
is shared only
among the
business partners
involved in the
transaction.
It has a built-in
capability which
lets you add
selected IoT data
to private block
chain networks
and transactions.
Implement a
minimum viable
project for
validating the
potential of an
IoT and block
chain solution.

IOTA
It must approve two
previous transactions
when any new
transactions arrive.
This technology oﬀers
protection against the
“lazy nodes”, which just
approve some old
transactions to avoid
doing the calculations
necessary for validating
the tangle.
The attack based on
building a “parasite
chain” makes the
approval strategies
based on height or score
obsolete

Start planning for
large-scale
deployment of an
IoT and block
chain solution.

The technology can be
used for a variety of
different applications
in the IoT industry and
is very versatile for the
future
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Disadvanta
ges

No disadvantages exist
so far and it shall be
updated after
technically being
implemented.

You need to have
an IoT strategy in
place and have a
good knowledge
of the current and
future business
processes and
network in order
to use the
technology.
You must provide
a detailed
description of the
IoT physical
environment,
including network
and connectivity,
physical location
of devices, and
business network
participants.

Quantum computations
are required for
handling problems
where only way to solve
it is to guess answers
repeatedly and check
them.

3.4 Exxor Future Prospects and Development:
What features does Exxor boast of that will make it the
preferred network for IoT applications in the future? One of
the key factors that will distinguish Exxor from other options
in this regard will be its key size. As referenced by Wikipedia
“Key length defines the upper-bound on an algorithm’s
security since the security of all algorithms can be violated by
brute force attacks”. As of 2017, a minimum key length of
224 bits is preferred for elliptic curve algorithms. Current
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Figure 19:Qubits and Time required to break each key size
for Ϝ!
As previously mentioned, current block chain systems use the
256 bit secp256k1 elliptic curve domain parameters as
defined in the Standards for Efficient Cryptography. Under
special circumstances, a key can be determined by another
process on the same classical computer in as few as 200
signatures. With quantum computing on the horizon, and the
fact that ECC already leaks keys classically with side channel
attacks, serious considerations must be made on the logic of
any use of digital signature algorithms to prove ownership of
any tokens. This is the focus of ongoing research and
development in Exxor.
Exxor currently supports key sizes as large as 571 bits,
specifically sect571r1. In order to offer more choice and to
take advantage of the larger number of qubits required to
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crack curves over prime fields, keys using different curves
will be implemented.
The choice of elliptic curve parameters is subtle; care must be
taken to avoid security pitfalls. Several parameter choices
have been developed, as described on the SafeCurves website.
Plans to add support for multiple curves to Exxor in the future
are under consideration, giving people the choice of what
curve to use and the ability to use multisig with multiple
curves.
Since the newly emerging quantum computer era is almost
upon us, and many cryptographers are working on new
quantum encryption methods, Exxor has chosen to use key
suites and high-bit keys to provide quantum resistance while
the post-quantum industry matures. The projected time before
any practical quantum computers that could do any damage is
around five to ten years. By doubling Exxor key size, the
required run time is quadrupled; this provides more time to
carefully choose a post quantum cryptographic method. This
is projected to be within the next few years as the
development of post-quantum cryptography is observed and
studied more thoroughly.
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3.5 Future Applications
Exxor can be used in a variety of businesses which apply the
IoT technology for data recording, processing and security.
Such devices will be able to communicate seamlessly, and
initiate transactions with their accompanying
receipts/contracts easily. But what makes Exxor special is its
strong security protocols which have the audacity to survive a
range of information tampering attacks, even from quantum
computers in the future. For this reason, Exxor will find itself
under applications where information processing will be a
sensitive issue and even a small error would lead to
inconvenience.
An example can be given of a smart refilling station. The
proximity sensors in a car can track the nearest gas station.
Upon arriving, the processor in the car calculates the amount
of distance to be covered and the minimum amount of fuel
required to cover it. The payment of the required fuel is made
electronically instantly and the amount of fuel consumed is
recorded in a stored receipt. Such activities can only be
performed with Exxor, since it allows micro transactions with
no fee and gives a secure network for data storage of a
company.
So far this is only a small portion of a smart application that
has been toured. In the near future, the number of sensors in
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our electronic devices will rapidly grow. These sensors will
gain enough processing power to act as nodes on the Exxor
network and initiate transactions. Imagine an environment
where all the devices share and connect to each for a secure
network to analyze and sell data. For example, consider a
smart home, where all the sensors household electronic items
are connected to each other via Exxor. The information
received can be of varying nature, such as the average time
the actuators in a curtain closing system activate, or the
moisture level of the environment affecting the operation of a
washing machine etc. Such information can then be sold to
other companies with smart contracts, the record of which
will also be stored on the network. In the future, if the house
is being sold, previous information about any significant
changes to the house in the past such as plumbing cuts, tube
light changes etc. will be readily available. This model can be
further scaled up to plan out smart neighborhoods or smart
cities even.
Since Exxor also aims to decentralize systems, imagine
browsing the internet and having to bandwidth data real-time
without any ISP or network subscription accompanied with a
monthly fee. This is possible since Exxor is independent of
any central authority and the nodes themselves are the
operators of the network.
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Figure 20: The advent of smart homes with Exxor network
connecting IoT supported devices
Exxor is also in the looks of developing a smart grid. A future
smart grid promises to use information about the behaviors of
electricity suppliers and consumers in an automated fashion to
improve the efficiency, reliability, and economics of
electricity. This will, in the long run, benefit consumers and
the government to choose between (Popov) private or public
companies based on the acquired data.
Supply chains based on Exxor is also a valid application since
the feature of allowing micro transactions will speed up the
payment and transportation process. Solutions for tracking
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goods while they are on the road, or getting suppliers to
exchange inventory information have been on the market for
years. So while it is perfectly logic that the topic will get a
new push with the Exxor, it seems that so far its popularity
remains limited at present. But with the introduction of more
IoT supported devices in the future, this application will see a
major boost in its implementation.
In the pharmaceutical industry, the temperature of
medications is key to meeting quality standards and
regulations, and the IoT application monitors every shipment
in order to ensure the proper temperature is maintained and to
remind patients to take their medication on time. This type of
information is sensitive and Exxor seems to be a strong
contender to act as the network system for it in the future.
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Exxor Roadmap

Exxor Roadmap for Next 8 months
1-Aug-17

20-Sep-17

9-Nov-17

29-Dec-17 17-Feb-18

8-Apr-18

Feasibility Study with IoT applicaBons and Genesis phase
Encoding of SHA-3 Standard Hashing Algorithms with
tesBng
Encoding of trust systems with minBng rules followed by
tesBng
ImplementaBon of diﬃculty algorithms with their
modifying factors and test results
System developer beta released for review and
improvement
Archetype of the Network applied to an applicaBon area
and results veriﬁed
Complete white box and black box tesBng of the whole
Network system

Figure 21: Gantt Chart for future endeavors

The system is locked and loaded, and ready to mark its debut
in the IoT world. The following Gantt chart shows some of
the tasks required to tweak the system. Exxor is planned to be
released in its beta phase in 4 months’ time starting from
September. After improving the system based on our beta
reviews, we will further the system on an application area and
analyze the results. Finally the system will undergo a rigorous
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testing phase to meet the quality requirements we have set
forth for ourselves and our clients.
Table 1: Accurate start and end times for
activities

Task Name

Start

End

Duration
(days)

Feasibility Study with IoT applications and Genesis

01/08/2017

15/09/2017

45

16/09/2017

12/10/2017

26

13/10/2017

25/11/2017

43

26/11/2017

18/12/2017

22

01/01/2018

25/02/2018

55

26/02/2018

03/04/2018

36

Complete white box and black box testing of the whole 04/04/2018

25/04/2018

21

phase
Encoding of SHA-3 Standard Hashing Algorithms
with testing
Encoding of trust systems with minting rules followed
by testing
Implementation of difficulty algorithms with their
modifying factors and test results
System developer beta released for review and
improvement
Archetype of the Network applied to an application
area and results verified
Network system
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Investment Process
With a total initial investment of 10 million USD, we can
divide the modules and analyze their approximate cost. The
Number of employees/equipment required has been set to a
minimum amount to guarantee this project to fruition
Table 2: The investment dynamics

Investment Area
Software/Network Engineers on
contract
Cryptographers/Cryptocurrency experts
Electrical/Electronic Engineers
Project managers
Research and Development Division
Accounts/Finance Division
Mainframe computers
Utilities
Desktop computers
Software house on lease
Sanitation facilities
Cloud servers
Taxes
Savings/Bonus
Total

Approximate Cost
DuringProjected Time ($)
3,000,000
720,000
850,000
910,000
1,600,000
623,000
750,000
1,100,000
120,000
50,000
200,000
20,000
15,000
42,000
10,000,000
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Approximate Cost During Projected Time

SoQware/Network Engineers on contract

Cryptographers/Cryptocurrency experts

Electrical/Electronic Engineers

Project managers

Research and Development Division

Accounts/Finance Division

Mainframe computers

UBliBes

Desktop computers

SoQware house on lease

SanitaBon faciliBes

Cloud servers

Taxes

Savings/Bonus
Figure 24: The approximate costs on the Pie-chart
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4. Conclusion
The noun “Exxor” is known for the series or connection of
objects which link two or more entities. Exxor is a brilliant
idea of connection and the technology to make this dream
possible. It is proposed that through this type of connection
that corporations will have a better future in their connectivity
and portfolio of clients, filled with higher level of security,
connectivity, and total quality improvement.
With the advanced hashing technology, decentralized
checkpoints, upgraded keys, multiple site validation methods,
lower level library, time synchronization, decentralized trust,
variable site reward, time locked emission, decentralized
minting, quantum considerations and ground based mesh
networks; Exxor is going to be one of the most
technologically advanced frameworks on the planet. We now
have a chance to step away from the current technologies by
simply getting our technology implemented in Samsung and
other relevant brands. We can turn away from the frameworks
of the past and concentrate our activities on the frameworks
without bounds.Exxortechnology is going to be available
publicly in a free to use form for all brands, with a machineto
machine network for connecting all devices as well as to
enhance the efficiency of companies and improve the quality
standard provided by companies. The machine to machine
models have the ability to assist us in improving our world for
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the better and Exxorhas a significant role in the development
of these processes.

Initial Coin Offering
The contributions will be accepted in the following
currencies: Bitcoin, Ether
By sending these cryptocurrencies, investors are effectively
purchasing Exxor Tokens at the rate of 1 EXX per 0.30 USD
(equivalent) which are instantly sent to their wallet.
(Exchange rates are calculated at the time of the transaction)

Key information
•

Accepted contributions in Bitcoin, Ether.

•

If the minimum required capital of 2,000,000 USD is

not reached by the end of the crowd sale, all
contributions will automatically be returned to the
EXX holders by the smart contracts.
•

The main crowd sale will last for 60 days or until hard

cap is reached
•

All tokens unsold through crowd sale will

automatically be burned by smart contracts.
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Minimum goal

$2,000,000 USD

Hard Cap

$23,900,000 USD

Pre-ICO Maximum amount of

10,000,000 - EXX

tokens issued
Pre-ICO EXX token price

$0.20 USD

(equivalent)*
Pre-ICO Start Date

2017.10.12

Pre-ICO End Date

2017.10.26

ICO Maximum amount of tokens

73,000,000- EXX

issued
ICO EXX token price

$0.30 USD

(equivalent)*
ICO Start Date

2017.10.30

ICO End Date

2017.12.30

Tokens to team

17,000,000 - EXX

Tokens to Public

83,000,000 - EXX

% of Tokens to Team

17%

% of Tokens to Public

83%

Total EXX token supply

100,000,000 - EXX

*Exchange rates are calculated at the time of the transaction
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Company Information:
The Exonic LTD, company number: 10939583is a private
company registered in United Kingdom.

CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION
OF A
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Company Number 10939583

The Registrar of Companies for Englaai( 02cm
9 T
B .41 049 0.41 2549 r(4 TJ
]) ET0.5
qQ 243 0.a05
758
.831 cm
971 T
B 0.004Tc.31 0749 0.31 .45179 631 c4 Tj
) ET0.5
qQ 243 0qQ9758 01.4 2549 214 .3 053 .8315 cm
971 T
B .51 049 200.51 049 2221.237 259 .4 02TmT
/ c4631 61 E
7 TmpaW0.5634 213 .3 053 .8315 cm
971
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Reports for investors:
Exonic LTD will publish separate monthly reports for token
holders to share our progress on milestone achievements
according the roadmap we are sharing at ICO.
These reports will include:
Reports content and structure are subject to changes. At any
time current shareholders, token holders or interested
investors are able to contact Exonic LTD via
investors@exxor.org
• Monthly newsletter for every shareholder and potential
investors.
• Monthly report for every shareholder.
• Bi-annual webcast with CEO for current shareholders.
• Annual public press release on companyʼs
performance.
• Annual corporate audit report for every shareholder.
• Milestones achieved
• Costs for time frame
• Costs structure
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